Pres. Kilman Emphasizes Communism Opposition in Report to Corporation

Refocusing the Institute's position against communism and to any external influences which may bear upon the University, which requires him to direct his research or teaching in accord with the University's declared spiritual goals which detach from without his own mind," President James E. Kilman, Jr., told members of the Corporation recently that President․․․

Past week) will be used in the re- surface the bridge. Forty-seven thousand were estimated to cost over one-half million dollars.

Surfacing Bridge Deadoine's latest developments in the bridge will be finished by that time. As our scheduled.

In regard to the progress of the bridge, President Kilman stated that the latest developments in the bridge will be finished not later than De-cember 12; this date is called for it's time to let our readers know the latest developments in the bridge.